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Abstract
The non-renormalization theorem of chiral vertices and the generalized non-renormalization theo-
rem of the photon self energy are derived in SQED on the basis of algebraic renormalization. For this
purpose the gauge coupling is extended to an external superfield. This extension already provides
detailed insight into the divergence structure. Moreover, using the local supercoupling together with
an additional external vector multiplet that couples to the axial current, the model becomes complete
in the sense of multiplicative renormalization, with two important implications. First, a Slavnov–
Taylor identity describing supersymmetry, gauge symmetry, and axial symmetry including the axial
anomaly can be established to all orders. Second, from this Slavnov–Taylor identity we can infer a
Callan–Symanzik equation expressing all aspects of the non-renormalization theorems. In particular,





Supersymmetric theories have always been famous for their extraordinary renormalization prop-
erties. Particular non-renormalization theorems state the absence of divergences to the super-
potential [1, 2], and the -functions of supersymmetric gauge theories have been given in a
closed form as a function of a one-loop coecient and the anomalous dimension of the matter
elds [3, 4]. However, non-renormalization theorems have been derived in general only as a con-
sequence of the Feynman rules in superspace. Outside of superspace, the non-renormalization
theorems have not been proven. And the expressions for the gauge -function can be derived
perturbatively only by constructing the supercurrent in the manifestly supersymmetric gauge
and in a strict sense they are only available in supersymmetric QED (SQED) [5, 6]. In this
construction, the relation to the divergence structure of underlying diagrams is not apparent.
Owing to the increasing number of phenomenological calculations carried out in the Wess{
Zumino gauge the situation is not very satisfactory. From explicit calculations in the Wess{
Zumino gauge it was apparent that the non-renormalization theorems for the superpotential do
not hold in the form derived in superspace [7]. However, it was argued that their consequences
for gauge independent quantities should hold in the Wess{Zumino gauge as well. For example,
the -functions of chiral couplings and masses in the Callan{Symanzik equation should be
restricted in the same way as in superspace, where they are related to each other by a gauge
independent eld renormalization. Since a transition from the supersymmetric gauge to the
Wess{Zumino gauge cannot be performed in perturbation theory, it is important to derive the
results directly in the Wess{Zumino gauge by using algebraic properties of the supersymmetric
actions.
Such an algebraic derivation of the non-renormalization theorems has been performed in a
foregoing paper in the context of the Wess{Zumino model [8]. In the present paper we will
apply the same analysis to the supersymmetric extension of QED in the Wess{Zumino gauge
[7] and derive both the non-renormalization theorems of chiral vertices and the closed form of
the -function.
The algebraic analysis is based on the following observations: Supersymmetric Lagrangians
can be written as the highest component of a supermultiplet, and so they are related to lower
dimensional eld monomials by supersymmetry transformations. The implications of this mul-
tiplet structure for Green functions can be worked out by extending the coupling constant to
an external supereld. Dierentiation with respect to the local supercoupling yields Green
functions with one insertion of the supermultiplet of the interaction Lagrangian. For constant
coupling these Green functions are the ones of the original model. But now they are related
to Green functions with lower-dimensional vertex insertions by supersymmetry. In the context
of the Wess-Zumino model it was shown that these relations imply an improvement for the
power-counting degree of divergence for chiral Green functions.
In the algebraic approach non-renormalization theorems can be rst considered on the basis
of invariant counterterms. Whenever invariant counterterms are forbidden for reasons of sym-
metry, the corresponding Green functions are related to non-local expressions. Hence, absence
of counterterms can be viewed as a manifestation of underlying non-renormalization theorems.
These non-renormalization theorems can be worked out by relating the respective Green func-
tions to the non-local expressions.
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When we extend the gauge coupling of SQED to an external supereld, it turns out that in-
dependent counterterms to chiral vertices and counterterms to the photon self energy from
two-loop order onwards are absent. However, in the Wess{Zumino gauge the non-linear super-
symmetry permits individual eld renormalizations for all matter elds. Therefore, we obtain
the non-renormalization theorem of chiral vertices similar to the one present in superspace but
modied by these gauge dependent eld renormalizations.
By working out the non-renormalization theorems in explicit expressions, we nd that the non-
renormalization theorem of chiral vertices and the generalized non-renormalization theorem
of the photon self energy are of a dierent nature: Chiral Green functions are supercially
convergent up to gauge-dependent eld redenition; in contrast, the photon self energy is
related to linearly divergent Green functions, which become meaningful only in the course of
renormalization. Their local divergent part, however, is uniquely determined from the non-local
one by gauge invariance, and it is for this reason that counterterms representing the independent
divergences cannot appear in higher orders.
In the past it could only be suggested from the closed expression of the gauge -function that
there is an underlying generalized non-renormalization theorem for the photon self energy. Vice
versa, we have to prove in the present context, how the generalized non-renormalization theorem
of the photon self energy gives rise to the closed form of the gauge  function. For this purpose
we have to derive the Callan{Symanzik equation of SQED with local gauge coupling.
The Callan{Symanzik equation can only be derived if all invariant counterterms can be un-
derstood as eld and coupling redenitions | which is not the case in the presence of local
couplings. For this reason we introduce an axial vector multiplet whose vector component cou-
ples to the axial current and gives rise to an (anomalous) axial Ward identity. Combining axial
symmetry and local gauge coupling, the construction of the theory is remarkable on both sides:
For local couplings, the model is multiplicatively renormalizable only when the axial vector
multiplet is introduced; for axial symmetry the Adler{Bardeen anomaly can be absorbed into
the Slavnov{Taylor operator by means of the local coupling and the model can be constructed
by algebraic renormalization in the presence of the anomaly. Even the non-renormalization of
the Adler{Bardeen anomaly [12] is a simple consequence of the local coupling.
By using the extended action with the gauged axial current and the local coupling the Callan{
Symanzik equation can be derived and describes consistently the scaling of the local coupling
and of the axial vector multiplet in presence of the anomaly. The closed form of the gauge -
function is the result of the algebraic construction of the Callan{Symanzik equation as a linear
combination of symmetric operators with respect to the anomalous Slavnov{Taylor identity.
According to the general outline the paper is divided into two parts: In the rst part of the
paper (section 2{5) we derive the non-renormalization theorems of chiral vertices and the photon
self energy: In section 2 SQED is extended to a supersymmetric theory with local coupling,
in section 3 we outline the renormalization of SQED with local couplings in the Wess{Zumino
gauge. In section 4 we construct the invariant counterterms and nd the non-renormalization
theorems implicitly as absence of counterterms to chiral vertices and to the photon self-energy
from 2-loop order onwards. In section 5 the analysis is continued to the explicit construction
of the corresponding non-local expressions.
The second part (section 6{9) is devoted to the derivation of the Callan-Symanzik equation
and, in particular, of the closed form of the -function: We introduce the axial vector multi-
plet in section 6 and construct the Slavnov{Taylor identity in presence of the Adler{Bardeen
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anomaly in section 7. Finally, in section 8 we derive the Callan{Symanzik equation, and we
nd the implications of non-renormalization theorems as restrictions on the Callan{Symanzik
coecients. In section 9 we derive an interesting relation between the axial-current Green
functions and the photon self energy. This relation explains the appearance of terms of higher
orders to the gauge -function and can be identied as the analogue to the Konishi anomaly
[5, 13] in the Wess{Zumino gauge. In the appendices we give the notations and conventions,
the BRS transformations and the transformations of elds under discrete symmetries.
2 SQED with local couplings
In the manifestly supersymmetric gauge it is obvious that the Lagrangian of an invariant action
is the highest component of a supermultiplet. As will be shown here, the gauge invariant parts
of the Lagrangian of SQED in the Wess{Zumino gauge are the highest components of ordinary
supermultiplets, too. This observation is the basis for the derivation of the non-renormalization
theorems. Technically it is exploited by extending the gauge coupling to a space-time dependent
external eld, the local coupling. In order to maintain supersymmetry, the local gauge coupling
has to be taken as the lowest component of a constrained real supereld. The invariant action
then includes as additional terms the complete chiral and antichiral multiplet of the gauge and
supersymmetric invariant kinetic Lagrangian of the photon multiplet, whose lowest component
is the photino mass term.
2.1 The multiplet structure of the gauge invariant action
The classical action of the supersymmetric extension of QED (SQED) [7] extends the gauge
invariant action of ordinary QED to a supersymmetric action. In the Wess{Zumino gauge it
contains the vector multiplet (A; ; 
_
; D) and the left and right handed chiral multiplets
(’L;  

L; FL) and (’R;  

R; FR) and the respective complex conjugate antichiral multiplets.
2 The
matter elds are charged with the electric charge QL = −1 and QR = 1.
The invariant action can be decomposed into the invariant kinetic part of the photon and pho-
tino, the matter part containing the interaction of the matter elds with the photon multiplet
and the supersymmetric mass term of matter:






(Lkin + Lkin) + Lmatter +m(Lmass + Lmass)

(1)
The corresponding Lagrangians are dened by the following expressions:
Lkin = −1
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Lmass = FL’R + FR’L −  L R (3)
2For the purpose of the present section we keep the auxiliary fields D and F in the action, and we eliminate
them when we proceed to quantization in section 3.
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and respective expressions for their complex conjugates. Lmatter can be split into a left- and
right-handed part:
Lmatter = Lmatter;L + Lmatter;R (4)

































The eld strength F and the gauge covariant derivative are given by
DA = (@ + ieQAA)A ; D A = (@ − ieQAA) A ;
F(A) = @A − @A : (6)
In the Wess{Zumino gauge the algebra of supersymmetry transformations closes on translations
only up to an abelian gauge transformation gauge! :







When applied to gauge invariant expressions the algebra closes on translations. The La-
grangians above are gauge invariant and transform covariantly under supersymmetry trans-
formations. Hence, the supersymmetry algebra implies that they can be written as a super-
symmetry variation of lower dimensional eld monomials: In fact, Lkin (2) and Lmass (3) are
the highest components of chiral multiplets, and as such they are the second variations of their
lowest components:




(  F + D) + 
2Lkin(x) (8)
Lmass(x; ) = ’L’R +
p
2( L ’R +  R ’L) + 
2Lmass(x) (9)
Their transformations under supersymmetry can be given in a closed form by using the super-
space formulation (see (164 and (165) in appendix A for denitions and conventions):
L(x; ) = @
@
L(x; )  _L(x; ) = −2i() _@L(x; ) (10)
Lkin and Lmass are the highest components of the respective antichiral multiplets. The matter
part of the action is the highest component of a real supermultiplet and can be written even as
a fourth variation of the 2-dimensional eld monomial ’A’A (see (48)).
In the following section we show that the chiral multiplet Lkin and its complex conjugate
determine the supersymmetric extension of the local gauge coupling to a real supereld, which
is composed of a chiral and antichiral supereld.
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2.2 SQED with local gauge coupling
In a rst step towards a supersymmetric action with local gauge coupling, we extend the
coupling constant e in the matter Lagrangian (5) to an external eld e(x):
e! e(x) and Lmatter(e) ! Lmatter(e(x)) : (11)





gauge = gaugeD = 0; (12)
gaugeA = −iQA!(x)A; gaugeA = iQA!(x)A;  = ’;  ; F:
Γmatter(e(x)) is even invariant under supersymmetry transformations, if the supersymmetry
transformations are modied to
(eA
) = i _e
_
;  _(eA









 _(e) = 0 ;












) ;  _(eD) = 2@(e
) _ ; (13)
and (A = L;R)
’A =
p






 _ A  =
p
2i _D’A ;






 _ + 2ieQA _’A : (14)
Since the gauge transformation of the eld e(x)A takes the same form as the gauge trans-
formation with constant coupling, the supersymmetry transformations in terms of the elds
(e(x)A; e(x); e(x); e(x)D) take the same form as the usual supersymmetry transformations.
These transformations are in agreement with the algebraic restrictions, since the supersymmetry
transformations commute with the gauge transformations (12) and fulll the supersymmetry
algebra as given in (7).
Γmatter depends on the coupling only via the product with a photon, photino or D-eld. For
this reason it is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations with local couplings no
matter how the transformation of e(x) itself is dened.













depends on the coupling e(x) not only in the combination with the photon eld and is not su-












Therefore, in a second step we extend the coupling e(x) to a supermultiplet of elds.
Indeed, a natural replacement of (16) is given byZ
dS ηLkin +
Z
d S ηLkin (17)
with a dimensionless chiral supereld η(x; ) and its complex conjugate η(x; ), which are given
by
η(x; ) =  +  + 




in the respective chiral and antichiral representation. The expression (17) is supersymmetric
and gauge invariant with the transformations (13), (12). And (17) contains the gauge invariant
expression (16) if we identify the square of the local coupling with the inverse of the real part
of  and :
1
e2(x)
= (x) + (x): (19)
The relation (19) species e(x) as the lowest component of a constrained real vector multiplet
E(x; ; ):
E(x; ; ) = (η(x; ; ) + η(x; ; ))−
1
2 (20)
(here η and η have to be taken in the real representation), and thus determines the supersym-
metry transformations of the local gauge coupling as
e = −1
2
e3  _e = −1
2
e3 _ : (21)

































The complete action of SQED with local coupling is composed of Γkin (22), the matter action
Γmatter with the Lagrangian (11) and the supersymmetric mass term Γmass (see (1) with (3)).
It is supersymmetric under the transformations (13), (14) and under transformations of the
gauge coupling and its superpartners according to its denition (20). It is remarkable that the
modications of the local gauge coupling concern only the kinetic part of the action, which
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includes now the chiral multiplet Lkin and its complex conjugate. The matter and mass terms
remain unaected by the supereld extension of the coupling.
For the derivation of non-renormalization theorems it is important to note that the classical







Γcl = 0: (23)
This identity constitutes a Ward identity expressing that the local coupling is the lowest com-
ponent of a constrained real supereld as dened in (20), and it states the absence of purely
chiral or antichiral interactions in SQED.
2.3 Chiral vertices
It is well-known that in the Wess{Zumino gauge the non-renormalization of chiral vertices is
not manifest. It will turn out that there is an underlying non-renormalization theorem, but
the non-renormalization properties are superposed by gauge-dependent eld renormalizations
of the matter elds. In order to disentangle the eect of the unphysical eld renormalization
from the non-renormalization properties, it is useful to introduce a second chiral vertex into the
model. This can be done easily using a further external chiral and an antichiral eld multiplet
with dimension 1:
q = q + q + 













q( L’R +  R’L) + q _( 
_




+ qF’L’R + qF’L’R

: (25)
The action of SQED with local coupling being enlarged by Γq, it contains two chiral vertex
functions Γ  and Γq  , and we will obtain non-trivial non-renormalization theorems relating
the divergences appearing in Γq  and Γ  .
Furthermore it will turn out that the q-multiplet and its complex conjugate take an important
role when we gauge softly broken axial symmetry and when we construct the Callan{Symanzik
equation.
3 Quantization of SQED with local coupling
3.1 The Slavnov–Taylor identity
For quantizing SQED with local gauge coupling in the Wess{Zumino gauge all symmetries,
gauge symmetry, supersymmetry and translational symmetry, are included into an enlarged
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Slavnov{Taylor identity [15, 16]. As in ordinary SQED [14], all transformation parameters are
replaced by the respective ghosts. So we introduce the Faddeev{Popov ghost c(x) for gauge
transformations, and the space-time independent supersymmetry and translation ghosts ;  _
and ! .
Then we eliminate the auxiliary elds D and FL; FR; FL; FR by their equations of motions,
D = −ie2(− )− 2eQL(’L’L − ’R’R) ;
FL = −(q +m)’R ; FL = −(q +m)’R ;
FR = −(q +m)’L ; FR = −(q +m)’L ; (26)
and get an action in terms of physical elds.
All symmetries and the structure constants of the algebra are summarized in the BRS trans-
formations listed in appendix C. After the elimination of the auxiliary elds the BRS transfor-
mations are nilpotent only up to equations of motions.
Owing to the nilpotency of the BRS transformations it is straightforward to add a BRS invariant
gauge xing and Faddeev{Popov eld part to the action. We choose it in such a way that the
gauge xing is stable under renormalization and results in the usual gauge xing for constant
coupling. Using the auxiliary eld B, the Faddeev-Popov anti-ghost c and the local gauge
parameter (x) +  it reads:









Working this out with the BRS transformations of the appendix we get:
















c@(ie− ie) + ((x) + )i(@c)c

: (28)
We want to note that the local gauge xing eld (x) is introduced for later use in the Callan{
Symanzik equation. For a space-time dependent gauge xing parameter (x) supersymmetry
and translational invariance enforces to introduce its BRS partner (x). BRS variations of the
gauge parameter have already been introduced in ordinary gauge theories for controlling gauge
parameter dependence of Green functions [18] and are an important tool for identifying gauge
invariant quantities [19].
For the formulation of the Slavnov{Taylor identity one introduces the external eld part, which
also contains the bilinear part for absorbing the equations of motion terms violating the nilpo-





Y  s + Y _s
_
+ Y’Ls’L + Y’Ls’L + Y

 L










It coincides in its structure with the one of ordinary SQED [14]. The complete classical action
Γcl = ΓSQED + Γg:f: + Γ + Γext ; (30)
satises the Slavnov{Taylor identity:
S(Γcl) = 0 : (31)











































































In comparison to usual SQED the Slavnov{Taylor operator contains in addition the BRS trans-
formations of the chiral multiplet i = (; ; f) and its complex conjugate antichiral multi-
plet i, which dene the local coupling (19), the BRS transformation of the chiral multiplet
qi = (q; q; qF ) and its complex conjugate q
i (24) and the BRS transformations of the gauge
parameter doublet.
The full Slavnov{Taylor operator and its linearized version have the nilpotency property
sFS(F) = 0 (33)
















F (eA) : (34)
This linear identity guarantees the nilpotency properties on the linear transformations of the
photon eld A: s2FA
 = 0. Eq. (34) is satised in particular by Γcl and can be maintained
also in the course of renormalization.
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3.2 Renormalization
The local gauge coupling and its superpartners (20) are considered as external elds which
appear in the same way as ordinary external elds in the generating functional of 1PI Green
functions Γ. In ordinary SQED the coupling constant is the perturbative expansion parameter.
By a simple consideration of diagrams it can be seen that this property is true also for the local
coupling e(x). Indeed, the number of local couplings appearing in a specic diagram is related
to the loop order l by a topological formula:
Ne(x) = Namp:legs +NY + 2Nf + 2N + 2N− + 2(l − 1) : (35)
HereNamp:legs counts the number of external amputated legs with propagating elds (A
; ; ’A;  A; c; c
and the respective complex conjugate elds), NY gives the number of BRS insertions, counted
by the number of dierentiations with respect the the external elds Y. Nf , N and N−
gives the number of insertions corresponding to the respective external elds. These are the
−  and higher components of the chiral and antichiral multiplets dening the local coupling.
By the existence of a topological formula the local coupling is distinguished from ordinary di-
mensionless external elds like the spurion elds [21, 22], which can appear in arbitrary orders
in the Green functions of higher order perturbation theory.
We are able to renormalize the Green functions of SQED with local coupling as a simple
extension of usual SQED. The Slavnov{Taylor identity of SQED with local couplings is | as
for usual SQED | not anomalous, and one is able to establish the Slavnov{Taylor identity
S(Γ) = 0 (36)
and the linear equation (34) to all orders. Furthermore we require the linear gauge xing













as normalization conditions for the ghosts. As in ordinary SQED the abelian gauge Ward
identity is derived from the consistency equation of the ghost equation with the Slavnov{Taylor









B) +O(!) : (38)
In the adiabatic limit the real supereld of the coupling becomes a constant
E(x; ; ) ! e = const; (39)




Γ = ΓSQED: (40)







Γ = 0 : (41)
It is valid in the classical approximation and can be extended to higher orders of perturbation
theory. In combination with supersymmetry, eq. (41) is the crucial identity for the construction
of non-renormalization theorems in SQED.
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4 Improved renormalization behaviour
4.1 Invariant counterterms
The simplest, but somewhat indirect way to derive the improved renormalization behavior of
1PI Green functions can be carried out by an investigation of symmetric counterterms: Absence
of symmetric counterterms to Green functions means that the corresponding Green functions
are related to non-local expressions, which cannot appear with independent renormalizations.
In this section we construct the invariant counterterms of higher orders and nd that invari-
ant counterterms to the photon self energy from two-loop order onwards and independent
counterterms to the chiral vertices are absent. The algebraic reason for the absence of these
counterterms is the identity (23), which characterizes the local gauge coupling as a constrained
real supereld.
Due to the nilpotency properties of the Slavnov{Taylor operator the invariant counterterms in
loop order l are restricted by the symmetries of the classical action, i.e.
sΓclΓ
(l)










ct;inv = 0 ; (42)
and Γct;inv is invariant under the discrete symmetries C, P and R-parity (see appendix B). A
further constraint on the counterterms is the topological formula (35), which determines the
order in the local coupling.
All symmetric counterterms can be algebraically classied as non-BRS variations and BRS
variations. Non-BRS variations comprise the renormalization of physical parameters, whereas
BRS variations are connected with unphysical eld renormalizations. In contrast to the non-
BRS variations, BRS variations receive gauge-dependent coecients, as can be easily derived
using the BRS varying gauge parameter (cf. [18] for a detailed discussion).
We start the construction of invariant counterterms with the physically relevant ones, the
non-BRS variations. The simplest and most obvious way to construct them is given by their
superspace formulation. Therefore we use the multiplet structure of the gauge invariant La-
grangians of section 2.1 and eliminate the auxiliary elds in the end. Indeed, since the non-BRS
variations are gauge-independent, they appear in the same way in the supersymmetric gauge
and are not aected by the elimination of the auxiliary elds.









d S η−lq Lmass; (43)
and the counterterm to the kinetic term of the photon multipletZ
dS η−l+1Lkin +
Z
d S η−l+1 Lkin : (44)
Here the dependence on the loop order l is governed by the topological formula (35). However,
the symmetric counterterms have to satisfy the second identity in (42), too. Indeed, (43) does
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not satisfy (42) for l 6= 0, and (44) does not satisfy (42) for l  2. Accordingly, loop diagrams
to these non-symmetric counterterms are not present since the classical action only depends
the constrained real supereld η + η but not on the single chiral or antichiral elds. Thus, the
only of the above counterterms that is in agreement with both identities in (42) is the 1-loop





















dV E2lLmatter ; (46)
where E2l and Lmatter are the real multiplets corresponding to e2l and Lmatter, respectively:
E2l(x; ; ) =
(




Lmatter;A(x; ; ) =
’A’A + 
p
2 A’A + 
p
2 A’A + 
2FA’A + 
2 FA’A












































(Γcl(D;F ) + Γ
(l)
ct;nonBRS(D;F )) = 0 (50)
and respective expressions for the F -elds. When we insert the result into the action and put
together all terms of loop order l, we obtain the sΓcl-invariant counterterms without auxiliary
elds.
The explicit form of the corresponding symmetric counterterms can be found in a simpler way
by expressing the invariant counterterms in terms of symmetric operators. For the counterterm
(46), however, an invariant operator can only be constructed with the help of a further axial
vector multiplet (see (130) and (131)). Nevertheless, it is possible and sucient for our purposes
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to consider the limit to constant coupling here. For constant coupling, Γ
(1)
ct;kin corresponds to










e@e −NA −Nc −N +NY (51)
+NB +Nc − 2@

ΓSQEDcl ;










(N’ +N −NY −NY’)− 2(Nq +m@m)

ΓSQEDcl : (52)
In (51) and (52) the operators N denote the usual eld counting operators including also
the complex conjugates for complex elds. Eqs. (51) and (52) determine the corresponding
invariant counterterms without auxiliary elds in the limit to constant coupling.
The bilinear form of the Slavnov{Taylor identity gives rise to three kinds of unphysical coun-
terterms corresponding to eld renormalizations of the matter elds:
 A ! z(l) e2l A ; ’A ! z(l)’ e2l’A ;
 A ! z ’e2l+2’A : (53)
These eld renormalizations are BRS variations, and the coecients z(l) are therefore gauge
dependent. In explicit calculations they indeed appear with non-vanishing coecients in the
Wess{Zumino gauge (see e.g. [14]). The invariant counterterms corresponding to these eld







d4x e2lf (l)’ (
~)
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Y’L’L + Y’R’R + Y’L’L + Y’R’R








































 LY L +  RY R +  LY L +  RY R

 N (l) Γcl + (l)Y; ; (55)
Γ
(l)











’LY L + 












































s()’LY L + s()’LY L + (L!R)

 N (l) ’Γcl + (l)Y; ’: (56)
4.2 Non-renormalization theorems
The complete action of symmetric counterterms Γct;inv in loop order l is a linear combination






















ct; ’() : (57)
Its independent coecients are the 1-loop coecient of the kinetic term of the photon and pho-
tino z
(1)
kin, the coecients of the matter part z
(l)








Comparing this result with the counterterms of usual SQED with constant coupling yields the
non-renormalization theorems.
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e@e −NA −Nc −N +NY +NB +Nc − 2@

(58)
+ Z(l)m (Nq +Nq +NqF +m@m)
+ Z(l)’ (N’ −NY’) + Z(l) (N −NY )

ΓSQEDcl :


























These restrictions on the counterterms constitute the non-renormalization theorem of chiral
vertex functions and the generalized non-renormalization theorem of the photon self energy
from two-loop order onwards. Non-renormalization of chiral vertex functions is expressed by
the common z-factor Zm of q-eld and mass renormalization. Hence, in the Wess{Zumino
gauge the non-renormalization of chiral vertices is hidden by the appearance of individual
gauge-dependent eld renormalizations to all matter elds.
As can be immediately seen from (59), the non-renormalization of chiral vertices would be
manifest if the gauge dependent eld renormalizations z’ and z vanished and Z’ and Z 
were related to Zm. But this is the case only in the manifestly supersymmetric gauge.
The absence of counterterms to the photon self energy from two-loop order onwards is a re-
markable result of the construction with a local coupling. It implies that the photon self energy
is related to non-local Green functions in the present construction. In section 8 the relation of
this result to the well-known restrictions on the gauge -function will be worked out.
5 Non-renormalization theorems in explicit
expressions
In this section we explicitly work out the non-renormalization theorem of chiral vertices in the
example of the Γ  and Γq  vertices and the non-renormalization of the photon self energy in
loop order l  2.
The procedure we apply is similar to the one which has already been applied in the context
of the Wess{Zumino model [8]: Due to local couplings one is able to extract a supersymmetry
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transformation  _ from the vertex functions of ordinary SQED in loop orders l  1. Technically
such an extraction is performed by working out S(Γ)
˙˙(x)































Γ = 0 (61)
becomes relevant. Using (19) it enables us to relate the integrated eld dierentiation with


































This is the desired relation between SQED Green functions and the Green functions with a
vertex insertion of the spinor component of the chiral multiplet Lkin. In the following we
evaluate the right-hand-side of eq. (63) and obtain the non-local expressions for the Green
functions we are looking for.
5.1 The chiral vertex functions
First we derive explicit expressions for the chiral vertex functions Γ L R and Γq L R . These
chiral vertex functions are supercially divergent in the Wess{Zumino gauge. But from the
expression Γct;inv (57) the common origin of their divergences can be identied as the gauge
dependent eld redenition Γct; , so both divergences arise with the same coecient z f ().
This structure can be made explicit by evaluating the identity (63) for the vertex functions
Γ L R and Γq L R.
















(p;−p)Γ γR R˙(−p; p) + Γ˙˙ γRY ˙ L





(p;−p)Γ γR L(−p; p) + Γ˙˙ γRY R(−p; p)Γ L R(p;−p) :
Here all vertex functions are evaluated with constant gauge coupling. In particular the expres-
sion on the left-hand-side is nothing but the scalar part of the ordinary electron self energy,
















(p;−p) = 2 ;div(p2)Γ L γR(p;−p) + γmp
2 ;conv ; (66)





(p;−p) (and similar for  R) in the last line of (64) are logarithmically






(p;−p) =  ;div(p2): (67)









sion zero, but due to their Lorentz structure they are supercially convergent with the degree
of divergence being −1. Inspection of the diagrams shows that they vanish in 1-loop order
and contribute only from 2-loop order onwards. In (64) these supercially convergent Green
functions are multiplied with linearly divergent Green functions. In the l-loop expression the
divergent Green functions appear therefore at most with loop order l − 2. Products of su-
percially convergent functions with lower order divergent Green functions contribute to the
left-hand-side as supercially convergent contributions and the divergences of lower orders are
related to divergent subdiagrams. Using the Lorentz structure we denote the contributions of
the rst two lines with mγp
2 ;conv, establishing (66).






(p;−p) = γm(1) ;div(p2) : (68)
For working out the non-renormalization of chiral vertex functions we have to show that the
function  ;div is the only divergent contribution to the chiral vertex function Γq L R. Indeed,
dierentiating the identity (60) with respect to  L;  R and q and repeating the same steps as




(p1; p2; p3) =
( ;div(p
2





(p1; p2; p3) + γq ;conv : (69)
While the convergent part q ;conv appearing here is dierent from  ;conv, the divergent part
in (69) and (66) is the same.
In one-loop order one has for example


















































and similar expressions in higher orders. Therefore the only divergent contribution to the
vertex function Γq  is again  ;div(p
2) appearing in the chiral self energy of the electrons. For
this reason the divergences of Γ  and Γq  can be absorbed into the gauge-dependent part
z f () of the electron eld redenition (57). Equivalently, and as expressed by eq. (58), the
renormalization constants for the mass parameter m and the eld q have to be equal.
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5.2 The non-renormalization of the photon self energy in higher
orders
Since divergent counterterms to the photon self energy are absent in loop order l  2, the
photon self energy can be completely related to non-local, counterterm independent expressions.
For working out this relation we will apply a similar procedure as in the previous section.
The result diers from the corresponding expression for chiral vertex function in a remarkable
way: The photon self energy is not related to supercially convergent Green functions but to
expressions which are linearly divergent by power counting. By gauge invariance, however, the
local divergent part of all these expressions is completely determined by the non-local part.
For the derivation we need two relations of SQED Green functions determined in a previous










2) is the self energy of the photon:
ΓAA(−p; p) = −(p2 − pp)(1 + A(p2)) : (73)
(We use the B-gauge, where the photon self energy is transversal.) Second we use that the
supersymmetry transformation of the photino into the photon is local and determined by its
tree expression:
ΓAY(p;−p) = p() ; Γ˙AY˙(p;−p) = −p(
) _ _ : (74)
In a rst step we extract a supersymmetry transformation  from the photon self energy by
using S(Γ)

(which reproduces the complex conjugate identity to (60)). With eq. (62) and with
the help of the topological formula we nd the following result:




As for the invariant counterterms (cf. (57)), the one-loop level is distinguished from higher loop
orders in the expression (75): For l = 1 the photon self energy drops out, and it cannot be related
to a non-local, renormalization-independent expression. It is divergent and the divergences are
absorbed by the counterterm zkin(1). At the 1-loop level the identity (75) together with the







(−p; p) = 0: (76)








by testing the identity (63) with respect to ; A and γ . Using the topological




(−p; p) =  ; (77)
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Used in eq. (75) this expression determines the photon self energy in l  2.
Let us discuss the right-hand-side of eq. (78). On the one hand, the naive degree of power
counting is not improved, but the individual parts are linearly and logarithmically divergent. On
the other hand, however, all Green functions appearing with the photon eld are constrained by
the gauge Ward identity. In this way all local divergent contributions are uniquely determined
by non-local, convergent contributions, as we will now show.
The most important term in (78) is the linearly divergent Green function ΓAA . From the
gauge Ward identity one nds
p1Γ˙γAA (p3; p4; p1; p2) = p

2Γ˙γAA(p3; p4; p1; p2) = 0 ; (79)
where temporarily non-zero momenta p3 and p4 have been assigned to the - and -vertices.
Taking into account parity conservation we nd the following covariant tensor decomposition

























2 (p14(p1; p2) + p24(p2; p1))

: (80)
For p1 6= p2 transversality (79) restricts the single parts appearing in the above expression,
1(p1; p2) = p1  p22(p1; p2) + p223(p1; p2) ; (81)
but due to analyticity (81) has to hold also for p1 = p2. The linearly divergent part 1 in
Γ˙γAA(0; 0;−p; p) is therefore completely determined by the non-local parts 2 and 3.





(p;−p) = iγ _(p2 − pp)5(p2) : (82)
Again the local part is completely determined by the non-local part. Finally we decompose

















Inserting (83) into (78) the rst term drops out, and only the non-local parts 7(p
2) + 8(p
2)
contribute to the photon self energy.
When we insert the above expressions (80) with (81), (82) and (83) into eq. (78), we nd a
non-local regularization independent expression for the vertex function ΓA. When we nally
use the relation (75) we nd the desired result, in which the photon self energy for l  2 is
completely expressed by non-local Green functions:
l(l − 1)e4(l)A (p2) = p2














Here we have used the supersymmetry relation between photon and photino self-energy (72),
which makes possible to express the self energy of the photino appearing in (78) by the photon
self energy. From 3-loop order onwards the divergent 1-loop self energy of the photon appears
in the above formula, but only in a product with the non-local contribution 5. Such an
expression does not contribute to supercial divergences of the photon self energy in l  2 but
is related to the appearance of subdivergences.
The arguments we have used here for relating the photon self energy to non-local expressions
are analogous to the ones used for calculating the axial-current{photon{photon Green functions
(see [9] and [23] for a recent review). There, too, the divergent part of the triangle diagram
is uniquely related to non-local expressions by gauge invariance. In fact, there is a connection
between the photon self energy and the axial-vector Green functions and the Adler{Bardeen
anomaly. This is revealed when the SQED action with local coupling is extended by the axial
vector multiplet. Then we will see that the -insertions contributing on the right-hand-side
of (78) induce nothing but insertions of the axial current (see section 9).
6 Softly broken axial symmetry and the axial vector
multiplet
Although the perturbative construction of SQED with local couplings is well-dened, it is not
complete in the sense of multiplicative renormalization. The invariant counterterm Γct;matter
(46) cannot be related to a wave function renormalization as long as the coupling is local.
Therefore it is impossible to interpret all free parameters of higher orders as eld and coupling
renormalizations. In this section multiplicative renormalizability is restored by introducing an
additional axial vector multiplet. Then the counterterm Γct;matter (46) can be understood as a
eld renormalization of the axial vector multiplet and the matter elds, and it is possible to
derive the Callan{Symanzik equation.
The axial symmetry
5A = −i~!(x)A ; 5 A = i~!(x) A ;  = ’;  ; F ; A = L;R
5A = 5 = 5 = 5D = 0 (85)
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is softly broken by the matter mass term and gives rise to a partially conserved axial current
in the classical approximation:
5ΓSQED = −
Z
d4x ~!(x)@jaxial − 2im
Z
d4x ~!(x)(Lmass − Lmass) (86)
with the axial current
jaxial = i
(
’LD’L − ’LD’L + i L L + (L!R)

: (87)
(We take the local coupling in all covariant derivatives.)
Although the axial symmetry is softly broken, it can be gauged and supersymmetrized in the




5V  = @~!(x); 5~ = 5~

= 5 ~D = 0; (88)
and supersymmetry transformations in the Wess{Zumino gauge
V













 _~ = 0;















;  _ ~D = 2@~
 _: (89)
When we extend the covariant derivatives to
DA = (@
 + ie(x)QAA
 + iV )A ; A = L;R (90)














2( L’L −  L’L) + i
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and in the supersymmetry transformations, then the kinetic part (22) and the matter part
(91) are invariant under gauge symmetry with local coupling (12), axial symmetry (85, 88) and
supersymmetry transformations.
Finally we assign shifted axial transformations to the neutral chiral multiplet q = (q; q; qF )
(24) and its complex conjugate:
5q = 2i(q + (m; 0; 0))~!(x) ; 5q¯ = −2i(q¯ + (m; 0; 0))~!(x) (92)
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and replace the ordinary derivative by
Dq = (@ − 2iV)(q + (m; 0; 0)) (93)
in the supersymmetry transformations of the q multiplet. Then the sum of the matter mass
term Γmass (3) and the chiral q-interaction term (25) become invariant under axial symmetry
5(Γmass + Γq) = 0; (94)
and axial symmetry can be used as a dening symmetry of the model.
For quantization the axial symmetry (100) has to be included into the Slavnov{Taylor identity
in the same way as the gauge transformations (see section 3.1). The respective BRS trans-
formations are obtained by replacing the transformation parameter ~!(x) with the parity odd
axial ghost ~c(x). The BRS transformation of the axial ghost is determined by the structure
constants of the algebra:
s~c = 2iV − i!@~c: (95)
The complete BRS transformations of SQED with local coupling and the axial vector multiplet
are summarized in appendix C.
The Slavnov{Taylor operator of the extended action includes the BRS transformations of the
axial vector multiplet (V i = (V ; ~; ~
_
; ~D)) and of the axial ghost in addition to (32):












Nilpotency of the Slavnov{Taylor operator (33) and the linear equation (34) remain valid in
their original form. The classical action with gauged axial symmetry satises the Slavnov{
Taylor identity with the extended Slavnov{Taylor operator (96) by construction:
S(Γcl) = 0 : (97)
Similarly as in eq. (37) for the Faddeev{Popov ghost c(x), a linear ghost equation for the axial
ghost can be derived:
Γ
~c
= i( LY L + ’LY’L −  L _Y _ L − ’LY’L) + (L!R) : (98)












at the classical level together with (97) we can derive an axial Ward identity expressing softly
broken axial symmetry:
































































7 The Adler–Bardeen anomaly and
its non-renormalization theorem
At the quantum level the axial Ward identity (100) is broken by the Adler{Bardeen anomaly
[9, 10, 11]. Since the axial transformations are included in the Slavnov{Taylor identity, the
anomaly will appear as an anomaly of the Slavnov{Taylor identity in the present construction.
In one loop order, all breakings of the Slavnov{Taylor identity
S(Γ) =  +O(h2) (102)
are algebraically restricted by the nilpotency properties of the Slavnov{Taylor operator (33)
and by the identity (23), which restricts the appearance of − to a total derivative. Therefore
 has to satisfy the following constraints:








 = 0 : (103)
Moreover,  is restricted by discrete symmetries (see appendix C) and the number of local
couplings appearing in the eld monomials are determined by the 3.
The anomaly is a eld polynomial that appears in  but cannot be absorbed by a counterterm
contribution. Setting the supersymmetry ghosts to zero, the anomaly appears with the ghost






d4x ~cF(eA)F(eA) : (104)
Using the consistency equation (99) we nd that the same anomaly appears in the axial Ward
identity (100) and that r(1) is determined by the usual triangle diagram:
r(1) = − 1
162
: (105)
It is a crucial feature of the construction with the local coupling and axial vector eld, that the
















Supersymmetry determines a supersymmetric extension of the Adler{Bardeen anomaly [15, 16].
In our framework, its form can be found by extending the right-hand-side of (106) to a BRS-
invariant operator. As a result, the Adler{Bardeen anomaly and its supersymmetric extension























 −r(1)SΓcl : (107)
3The topological formula (35) is valid also in presence of the axial vector multiplet.
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Since the anomaly anomaly can be expressed in this form, it can be absorbed into a redened
Slavnov{Taylor operator:
S(Γ) + r(1)SΓ = 0 +O(h2) : (108)
The new piece S being a symmetric operator, the operator (S + r(1)S(F) and its linearized
version sF +r(1)S have the same nilpotency properties as the original Slavnov{Taylor operator
(see (33)). Owing to this property, algebraic renormalization can be continued to higher orders
in spite of the presence of the anomaly.
In particular, the breakings of higher orders are restricted by (103) in the same way as the ones
of 1-loop order. Taking into account the topological formula, the gauge anomaly of loop order






d4x e2(l−1)(x)~c F(eA)F(eA) : (109)
Apparently the 1-loop case l = 1 is special. At this order the coecient of the ghost in (109) is
a total derivative, but with local coupling it is not a total derivative at higher orders. Hence,
when we use the consistency equation (99) and integrate the axial Ward identity, the anomaly
appears in the the Ward identity of global axial symmetry for l  2
WaxialΓ = r(l)
Z




d4x waxial(x) : (111)
Only for l = 1 the integrand in (110) is a total derivative and the integral vanishes.
Owing to the structure of Waxial, no term on the l.h.s. of (110) is composed solely of photon
elds. Hence, testing with respect to two photon elds shows that the coecients r(l) have to
vanish identically for l  2:
r(l) = 0 if l  2: (112)
Local couplings provide therefore a very simple and elegant way for proving the non-renormalization
of the axial anomaly [12]. It is clear that the derivation is not restricted to supersymmetric
gauge theories but can be applied in the same way to ordinary gauge theories.
In summary we nd that the Green functions of SQED with local gauge coupling and an axial
vector multiplet satisfy the anomalous Slavnov{Taylor identity(S + r(1)SΓ = 0 (113)
and the anomalous axial Ward identity (cf. (100)):
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to all orders of perturbation theory.
We want to note already here that the supersymmetric extension of the Adler{Bardeen anomaly
induces a modication of supersymmetry transformations for axial-current Green functions. A
detailed discussion of this point and its relation to the manifestly supersymmetric gauge can
be found in section 9.
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8 The Callan–Symanzik equation
In this section the power of the construction using the local gauge coupling and the anomalous
axial current becomes evident. With the axial multiplet all invariant counterterms can be given
as invariant eld operators acting on the classical action; consequently the model possesses a
valid Callan{Symanzik equation. The non-renormalization theorems derived in section 3 and
4 will then appear as restrictions on the various Callan{Symanzik coecients. Indeed, we
will show that the Callan{Symanzik equation contains only two gauge-independent, physical
coecients: the 1-loop -function of the gauge coupling and the anomalous dimension of the
mass, γ. In particular the construction provides the -function of the gauge coupling in its
closed form.
8.1 The CS equation with local coupling
We start the construction of the Callan{Symanzik (CS) equation with local couplings in the
classical approximation:











The mass dierentiation i@i contains the dierentiation with respect to all mass parameters
of the theory ( is a normalization point introduced for an o-shell normalization of the matter
eld residua):
i@i = m@m + @ : (116)
Eq. (115) can be rewritten as
iDiΓcl = 0 (117)
with the operator










which is symmetric with respect to the anomalous Slavnov{Taylor identity (113):
(sΓ + r
(1)S)iDiΓ = iDi(S + r(1)S)(Γ) = 0 : (119)
Let us briefly outline the construction of the CS equation in higher orders before entering
the calculational details. In higher orders eq. (117) is broken by hard terms, the dilatational
anomalies:
iDiΓ = m  Γ : (120)
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Since the operator iDi is symmetric with respect to the symmetries of Γ, the dilatational
anomalies are completely characterized by the symmetries of Γ:
(
sΓ + r







= 0 : (121)
In the Callan-Symanzik equation the breakings m  Γ are absorbed by symmetric operators
acting on Γ. These operators can be combined to the Callan-Symanzik operator C = iDi +
O(h), which possesses the same symmetry properties as iDi , in particular it is an sΓ +r(1)S-
symmetric operator:(
sΓ + r
(1)SCΓ = C(S + r(1)SΓ + (sΓ + r(1)SY : (122)
The expression Y is dened to be a collection of eld monomials which are linear in propa-
gating elds. As such, Y appears as a trivial insertion and does not need to be absorbed into
an operator.
The construction of the Callan-Symanzik equation proceeds by induction. When the breaking
m is absorbed into a symmetric Callan-Symanzik operator to loop order l − 1, the breaking
of loop order l is a local eld monomial:
C(l−1)Γ = 0 + Y +O(hl) ) C(l−1)Γ = (l)m + Y +O(hl+1) : (123)
The local eld monomial 
(l)
m is characterized by the symmetries of the classical action:
sΓcl
(l)








(1)m = 0 ; (124)
and the numbers of local couplings in 
(l)
m are constrained by the topological formula (35).
Since 
(l)
m has the same quantum numbers and the same symmetries as the invariant counter-

















Suppose, we can express the invariant counterterms in (125) as sΓ+r
(1)S-symmetric operators
in the sense of eq. (122). Then 
(l)
m can be absorbed by an additional piece of loop order l in
the CS operator without destroying (122). This establishes the CS equation
CΓ = Y (126)
by induction.
Hence, the derivation of the CS equation and the non-renormalization theorems is reduced to
the algebraic problem of extending the counterterms (125) to sΓ + r
(1)S-symmetric operators.
4The axial multiplet does not give rise to new counterterms except for contributions depending solely on




For extending the counterterms (125) to sΓ + r
(1)S-symmetric operators, we will proceed in
two steps. First, the counterterms are written as sΓ-symmetric operators, and second they are
extended to sΓ + r
(1)S-symmetric ones.




ct; () and Γ
(l)
ct; ’() in (125) have already been con-
structed as sΓ-symmetric operators in (54), (55) and (56):
Γ
(l)
ct;() = N (l) Γcl + (l)Y; with  = ’;  ;  ’ : (127)
A straightforward calculation shows that the operators N (l)’ and N (l) are sΓ + r(1)S-invariant
operators at all loop orders l. The local invariant Γ
(l)
ct; ’ can be extended to an sΓ + r
(1)S-
invariant in a trivial way by constructing it as an sΓ + r














’LY L + 
E(2l)’LY L + (L!R)

(128)












+ Y l + (L!R))V : (129)
Therefore N’;N and N ’ are symmetric operators describing the gauge-dependent eld
renormalizations in the CS equation.
The operator which expresses the eld monomial Γct;kin in (125) is a simple extension of the





























































As can be immediately veried, Dkin is a sΓ + r(1)S-symmetric operator.
Unlike Γct;kin, the operator expression of Γct;matter cannot be obtained as a simple extension of
the operator with constant coupling (52). As already mentioned in section 6, at this point the
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axial vector multiplet enters the construction. Indeed, Γct;matter can be decomposed into eld











ct;’(f’() = 1) + Γ
(l)
ct; (f () = 1) + Γ
(l)






This new invariant counterterm describes eld redenitions of the axial vector multiplet into


























− 2e2l(q +m) 
q
− 2(e2lq + 2(E2l)(q +m) 
q
− 2(e2lqF + 2f (E2l)(q +m)− (E2l)q 
qF
− 2e2l(q +m) 
q
− 2(e2lq _ + 2(E2l) _(q +m) 
q _
− 2(e2lqF + 2f (E2l)(q +m)− (E2l)_ q _ qF

Γcl
 D(l)V vΓcl : (132)
In eq. (132) the components of the multiplet E2l are dened by the following expansion:
E2l(x; ; ) =
(
η(x; ; ) + η(x; ; )
−l




























2l) − 2e2l) (133)
with the explicit form of the lowest components:
(E
2l)
 = −le2(l+1) ; (E
2l)
_ = −le2(l+1) _ ;
v(E
2l)
 = i le
2(l+1)@( − ) + 1
2
l(l + 1)e2(l+2)(): (134)
The explicit form of the higher components is not relevant for the further construction. It is
sucient to know their supersymmetry transformations, which are uniquely determined by the
expansion in superspace (see (163) in appendix A).
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The operator DV v is sΓ-invariant, but it does not commute with the anomalous Slavnov{Taylor
operator. A lengthy but straightforward calculation shows that it can be extended to an
sΓ +r
(1)S-invariant operator by including redenitions of the local coupling and an anomalous
dimension for the axial vector multiplet into the operator. Their coecients are uniquely
determined, and one nds the following sΓ + r
(1)S-invariant operator:
DsymV v  D(l)V v − r(1)
(
4D(l+1)e + 8l(N (l+1)V − 8(l + 1)r(1)N (l+2)V )

: (135)


















































































































Thus, we have expressed all ve invariant basis elements of 
(l)
m (125) in terms of the sΓ+r
(1)S
symmetric operators Dkin (130), DsymV v (135) and N’;N ;N ’ (127). Therefore the dilatational
anomalies can be absorbed into the following Callan-Symanzik operator




4r(1)γ^(l)D(l+1)e − γ^(l)D(l)V v + 8r(1)γ^(l)(lN (l+1)V




and the algebraic construction yields the CS equation of SQED with local coupling and gauged
axial symmetry
CΓ = Y : (140)
The two main properties are the restriction of Dkin to one-loop and the connection between
De, DV v and NV via the anomaly coecient r(1). Thus there are only two gauge-independent,
physical coecients in the CS equation of SQED with local coupling and gauged axial symmetry,
namely the one-loop -function ^
(1)
e and the anomalous dimension γ^(l).
8.3 The limit to constant coupling
In order to clarify the signicance of the CS coecients in (140) we turn to the limit of constant
coupling and constant gauge parameter. In this limit all higher components in the -expansion
of the supercoupling E2l vanish. Therefore the only parts which are left from the operator DsymV v
(135) are contributions to the anomalous dimension of q-elds and of the axial vector multiplet,
and a contribution to the gauge -function. The latter arises from the operator D(l+1)e (138),
and together with the one-loop operator Dkin (130) it determines the -function e of SQED:
lim
E!e
(^(1)e Dkin + 4r(1)
X
l












; r(1) = − 1
162
; (143)





In the limit to constant coupling the functional Γ in (140) is the generating functional of 1PI
Green functions of ordinary SQED extended by the anomalous axial symmetry. If the axial
vector eld and its superpartners are set to zero in addition it coincides with ΓSQED. Therefore
we nd in the limit to constant coupling from (140) the CS equation of SQED with gauged




(1)γ)(e@e −NA −N +NY −Nc +NB +Nc − 2@)
+4r(1)e3@eγ(NV +N~ +N ~D) + 2γ(Nq +Nq +NqF )












Γ + Y; ’ : (145)
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In the CS equation the non-renormalization theorems are identied as the various restrictions
on the CS coecients: The non-renormalization of chiral vertices (cf. (57) and section 5.1) is
expressed by the common anomalous dimension γ for the mass and the q-eld. However, non-
renormalization in the strict sense is covered up by the gauge dependent anomalous dimensions














Only in the supersymmetric gauge they turn out to be gauge independent and to coincide with
the anomalous dimension of the mass, making there the non-renormalization theorems of chiral
vertices manifest.
The closed form of the gauge -function (142) is a consequence of the non-renormalization of
the photon self energy in loop orders l  2 (cf. (57) and section 5.2). An additional interesting





lγ^(l)e2(l+1) = −4r(1)e3@eγ: (147)
It illustrates the deep interplay between local couplings and gauged axial symmetry.
With the use of local couplings and an axial vector eld we have derived all improved properties
of the CS equation in the Wess{Zumino gauge. Previously, the corresponding expressions have
only been accessible in the manifestly supersymmetric gauge and by the construction of the
supercurrent. Even there the explicit terms for the anomalous dimension of the axial current
are available only with quite some technical eort. For this reason, we are convinced that the
technique of local couplings can also enlighten some further unproven renormalization properties
in more complex theories.
9 Supersymmetry breaking of the axial current Green
functions and the Konishi anomaly
In section 5.2 we have shown that the photon self energy in l  2 is completely determined
by non-local Green functions (see (75) and (78)). Although no axial-current Green functions
are involved, the expressions we have obtained resemble the axial anomaly, because they are
divergent and ask for regularization, but their divergent part is completely determined by
the non-local part via gauge invariance. On the other hand, the axial anomaly has played
an important role in the algebraic construction of the CS equation. Using this construction
the gauge -function (142) has been shown to be completely determined by the anomalous
dimension γ and the coecient of the axial anomaly. In this section, an underlying connection
between these results is revealed by deriving explicit relations between the photon self energy
and axial-current Green functions.
As the rst relation, the high-energy logarithms of the 2-loop photon self energy are completely
expressed by one-loop axial-current Green functions. By (75), the 2-loop photon self energy is
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completely determined by vertex functions of the form ΓA , and these vertex functions are in





















in terms of vertex functions with a -insertion. All such Green functions vanish at the 0-
and 1-loop level. In order to nd the high-energy behaviour, we apply the CS equation (140)




2)V  +    (132). This operator is the crucial element for relating the
Green functions Γ
˙γ :::
to Green functions with an axial current insertion at zero momentum,
for it describes a eld renormalization of the axial vector eld into the vector component v
(E2l)









eΓ(1) _(p;−p) + soft terms (149)
with
eΓ _(p;−p) = −i _ΓV AA(0; p;−p) + p() _ _ΓV ˙(0;−p; p)
+Γ˙V AY ˙

(0; p;−p)Γ˙(−p; p) : (150)
Via eq. (75), the identity (149) expresses the high-energy behaviour of the photon self energy
explicitely in terms of lower order Green functions with axial-current insertions eΓ _(p;−p).
Therefore, all 2-loop high-energy logarithms of the photon self energy are due to subdivergences
related to one-loop triangle diagrams.
It is possible to derive a complementary relation for the photon self energy, where the axial











(S + r(1)S)(Γ) = 0 (151)
one gets the relation
eΓ _(p;−p) = 8r(1) _ΓA(p;−p) (152)
between the axial Green functions in eΓ(l)
 _
(p;−p) and the vertex function ΓA . By using the





(−p; p)− p() _eΓ(l) _(p;−p) = 64(l− 2)r(1)Γ(l−1)AA : (153)
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This is the announced relation. It can be solved for the photon self energy in terms of axial-
current Green functions at all orders, except for one-loop order. This exception corresponds to
the only independent divergent contribution to the photon self energy in one loop order.
The two relations we have derived can be combined to rearrange the CS equation (149) into an
ordinary scaling equation for the vertex function ΓA or, using (75), for the photon self energy.
Inserting (153) into (149) and using the relation (75) we nd the CS equation of the photon
self energy in 2-loop order, which is in agreement with the algebraic construction of section 8






AA + soft terms : (154)
Eq. (152) relates the vertex function ΓA to Green functions with axial-current insertions,
and eq. (148) relates the same vertex function to the Green functions with - insertions,
multiplied with the anomaly coecient r(1). Comparing both identities reveals a one-to-one
correspondence of the Green functions Γ
(l)




. This is an underlying connection
between the axial-current Green functions and the non-local expressions dening the photon
self energy.
An interpretation of the identity (152) is the invariance of axial Green functions under su-
persymmetry transformations. In the anomalous Slavnov{Taylor identity, the supersymmetry
transformations of the axial multiplet contain contributions from the axial anomaly, and cor-
respondingly (152) relates axial Green functions to Green functions of lower order, multiplied
with the anomaly coecient r(1). From the point of view of the unmodied supersymmetry
transformations without the anomaly contributions, (152) can be viewed as an expression for
a supersymmetry breaking for axial-current Green functions, induced by the Adler-Bardeen
anomaly in the Wess{Zumino gauge.
Furthermore, the expressions (152) and (153) have an analogue in superspace. In the super-
symmetric gauge the axial Ward identity is covariantly decomposed into chiral and antichiral
transformations which read [5]:5









m[A+A−]2  Γ + r(1)[W W]3  Γ;









m[ A+ A−]2  Γ + r(1)[ W _ W _]3  Γ; (155)
where W and W _ are the supersymmetric eld strength tensors of the real supereld containing
the photon and photino
W = −1
8
D DD; W _ = −1
8
DD D _; (156)





eA+ + A−e−eA− +O(h)]2 : (157)
5We use the conventions of Clark, Piguet and Sibold [5] with minor modifications, which concern the massive
photon field and the non-renormalization of chiral vertices. We only give a short sketch of the construction and
refer for details to the original paper.
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Like (152) and (153), these identities represent a supersymmetric extension of the anomaly
found here in the decomposition of the anomaly into a chiral and antichiral part.
Subtraction of the chiral and antichiral identities in (155) yields the axial Ward identity with
its anomaly. However, if one integrates and sums the two identities, one obtains an identity for
the matter insertion
R
dV I5. It contains a eld redenition and a mass insertion, but involves
in particular also insertions of the gauge invariant kinetic term
R
dS W W and its complex
conjugate. This contribution is due to the Adler{Bardeen anomaly of the axial current. (The
identity of the matter term insertion is sometimes called Konishi anomaly [13].) In combination
with the local version of the CS equation it yields the closed form of the -function in the usual
superspace approach without local couplings.
In the Wess{Zumino gauge the anomalous axial Ward identity (114) is left as the only equation
of the covariant expressions in superspace, but the Adler{Bardeen anomaly induces a super-
symmetry breaking of axial current Green functions. And the relations (152) and (153) we
have derived from the anomalous Slavnov{Taylor identity have a similar physical content as
the Konishi anomaly in superspace, since they relate axial current Green functions to the pho-
ton self energy. In the Wess{Zumino gauge they can therefore be considered as the analogue
to the Konishi anomaly in the manifestly supersymmetric gauge.
10 Conclusions
We have traced back the non-renormalization theorems of chiral vertices and the generalized
non-renormalization theorem of the photon self energy in SQED on a common algebraic origin,
namely the nature of supersymmetric Lagrangians as the highest components of supermulti-
plets. This fact has been exploited using the extension of the gauge coupling to an external
supereld. On the basis of symmetric counterterms, the non-renormalization theorems appear
as absence of independent counterterms to the chiral vertices in l  1 and to the kinetic term of
the photon multiplet in loop order l  2. We have related the corresponding vertex functions
to non-local expressions. There is a remarkable dierence between the usual and the general-
ized non-renormalization theorem: Chiral vertex functions are | up to gauge dependent eld
redenitions | related to supercially convergent Green functions, whereas the photon self
energy is related to linearly divergent Green functions. The latter expressions turn out to be
independent of the renormalization procedure only if gauge invariance is taken into account. In
this sense, the expressions determining the photon self energy remind of the triangle diagrams
of the axial current.
Indeed, a deep connection between the local supercoupling and the axial current is revealed
when we complete SQED with local gauge coupling to a multiplicatively renormalizable theory:
It turns out to be necessary to introduce an axial vector multiplet whose vector component
couples to the axial current. The extended action of SQED with the external supereld of
the local coupling and the axial vector multiplet gives a complete description of all known
renormalization properties of SQED including the Adler{Bardeen anomaly. Owing to the local
gauge coupling the Adler{Bardeen anomaly can be absorbed into the Slavnov{Taylor operator
and the extended model can be renormalized algebraically by using the anomalous Slavnov{
Taylor identity. Even the non-renormalization theorem of the Adler{Bardeen anomaly is shown
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to be an almost trivial consequence of the construction with local coupling: Only the one-loop
order of the anomaly is a total derivative; higher orders would contribute to the global integrated
axial Ward identity, hence their coecients vanish.
All these properties together make possible to derive the Callan{Symanzik equation for SQED
including the anomalous axial current from an algebraic construction with the anomalous
Slavnov{Taylor identity. The Callan{Symanzik equation depends only on two physical co-
ecients, the one-loop gauge -function and the anomalous dimension of mass, γ. The higher
orders of the -function and the anomalous dimension of the anomalous axial current are re-
lated to these coecients via the anomaly coecient. In the course of the construction also
the gauge-dependent anomalous dimensions of the matter elds are identied and disentangled
from the non-renormalization properties.
In summary, usual SQED appears in the extended construction as a limiting theory of a more
fundamental one, which includes all known non-renormalization theorems in its structure. It
is remarkable that the soft breakings of the Giradello{Grisaru class can be introduced without
further modications. They are the lowest components of the multiplets of gauge invariant La-
grangians and are as such already included in the present construction. They can be explicitely
obtained by a shift in the highest component of the corresponding external elds.
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A Conventions and Notations
2-Spinor indices and scalar products:
 = −; 12 = 1; γ = γ ; (158)
 _ _ = − _ _;  _1 _2 = 1;  _
_ _ _γ = 
_
_γ ;
  =   ;  
 =   ;
  =  _










































( − )  ; () _ _ =
i
2
( − ) _ _ :
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Complex conjugation:
( )y =  ; (161)




 =  ;
@
@










 _ = − __ :
Supersymmetry transformations in superspace
 Superelds in the real representation







(x; ; ) ; (163)






(x; ; ) :
 Superelds in the chiral representation
c(x; ; ) = (x+ i; ; ) ; (164)
c(x; ; ) =
@
@
c(x; ; ) ; (165)






c(x; ; ) :
 Superelds in the antichiral representation
ac(x; ; ) = (x− i; ; ) ; (166)







ac(x; ; ) ; (167)
 _ac(x; ; ) = − @
@ _


































where  is a real supereld and A and A are chiral and antichiral superelds respectively.
B Discrete symmetries
SQED with local coupling and gauged axial symmetry is invariant under the discrete symme-
tries parity P, charge conjugation C and R-parity. We dene the transformation of the elds
according to the following table:





 ! c B
R x A −i −i’L −i’R  L  R c −i ! c B
C x −A − ’R ’L  R  L −c  ! −c −B
CP (Px) −(PA) −i _ ’L ’R i L _ i R _ −c −i _ (P!) −c −B
e  −   f q q qF V  ~ ~D ~c
R e  −  i −f q iq −qF V  −i~ ~D ~c
C e  −   f q q qF V  ~ ~D ~c
CP e  −  i _ f q iq _ qF −(PV ) −i~ _ ~D −~c
Table 1: Discrete symmetries. The transformation rules for the sources Yi can be deduced from
the requirement that Γext is invariant. The transformation rules for the complex conjugate elds
are obvious except for the CP conjugation of the spinors. We dene for  2 f;  L;  R; g :

CP! a _ )  _ CP! −a ;  CP! −a _ ;  _ CP! a :
C The BRS transformations
In this appendix we list the BRS transformations of all elds introduced in SQED with local
gauge coupling and with the axial vector multiplet.
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e2(+ ) _ − i!@ _ :
 BRS transformations of the axial vector multiplet
sV = @~c+ i











() _F(V ) +
i
2
 _ ~D − i!@~ _ ;
s ~D = 2@~+ 2@~
− i!@ ~D :
 BRS transformations of matter elds
The covariant derivative is dened by eq. (90).
s’L = −i(eQLc+ ~c)’L +
p
2  L − i!@’L ;
s’L = +i(eQLc+ ~c)’L +
p
2 L− i!@’L ;
s L = −i(eQLc+ ~c) L
−
p
2  (q +m)’R −
p
2 i()D’L − i!@ L ;
s L _ = +i(eQLc+ ~c) L _
+
p
2  _ (q +m)’R +
p
2 i() _D’L − i!@ L _ :
and respective expressions for right-handed elds.
 The BRS transformations of ghosts
sc = 2iA +
1
2
e2( + )c− i!@c ; (171)
s~c = 2iV − i!@~c ;
s = 0 ;
s _ = 0 ;
s! = 2 :
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( + )B − i!@B ; (172)
sc = B − e21
2





2) + e2( +  _
_) − i!@ ;
s =  + e
2( + ) − i!@ :
 BRS transformations of the local coupling and its superpartners (20)
s =  − i!@ ; (173)
s =  _
_ − i!@ ;
s = 2i(
)@ + 2f − i!@ ;
s _ = 2i(
) _@ − 2 _ f − i!@ _ ;
sf = i@
− i!@f ;
s f = −i@− i!@ f :
 BRS transformations of q-multiplets (24)
The covariant derivative is dened in eq. (93)
sq = +2i~c(q +m) + q − i!@q ; (174)
sq = −2i~c(q +m) + q _ _ − i!@q ;
sq = +2i~cq + 2i(
)D(q +m) + 2qF − i!@q ;
sq _ = −2i~cq _ + 2i() _D(q +m)− 2 _qF − i!@q _ ;
sqF = +2i~cqF + iDq
 _
_ − 4i~ _ _(q +m)− i!@qF ;
sqF = −2i~cqF − i _Dq _ + 4i~(q +m)− i!@qF :
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